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Two new sulphosalt minerals found in the cryolite deposit at Ivigtut, southwest
Greenland are described as gustavite and phase X. Phase X has exsolved from gustavite
and occurs in this mineral as submicroscopic blebs. The two phases show parallel

crystallographic alignment. They have orthorhombic sym metry, Bbmrn, Bb2rm ot Bbm2,
identicall and c cell dimensions (13.543 + 0.033 A and 4.105 + 0.013 A respectively)
ilrt Jfitiyainerent b dimensions (19.440 + 0.026 A and 20.0 A). Ele"tron micropro6e
analyses agree best with the compositions: gustavite : BirrPbs.AgaS2a, phase X :

niroFbrAg:=Sx. Physical and optical data of the two phases are given. The two phases

may fornimembers of a solid solution series between PbsBirSo (lillianite) -and AgPbBieSq
Similar cell dimensions and space groups of gustavite, phase X and andorite (AgPbSbaSo)

also indicate a solid solutions series.

INrnotucrron

In 196L Prof. Pauly found a suite of Bi-Pb-Ag-(Cu)-sulphosalt min-

efals in the cryolite deposit at Ivigtut, southwest Greenland. Three

minerals in the suite' berryite (BizPbaCug.uAgt.uStu), gustavite*
(Bi11Pbr,AgaS2a) and phase X (Bit6PbrAszS2a), had not previously been

described. Phase X occurs as exsolved, submicroscopic blebs in gustavite

and both phases were referred to as mineral X in a recent description
of berryite (Karup-Mlller, 1966). Their mode of occurrence has briefly

been described in that paper. A complete mineralogical description of
phase X was not possible however, and no name was attached to this
phase.

An ore speciment from the Silver Bell Mine, Red Mountain, Ouray,

Colorado, labelled galenobismuthinite is composed of pavonite, bismuth-

inite and a mineral with the composition AgPbBiaSo determined by the

electron microprobe analyser. This latter mineral is present in amounts
insufficient for r-ray examination. On the basis of composition, optical

data and etch tests, it is concluded that it is identical to gustavite.

*Named for Gustav Adolf Hageman (18a2-1916), chemical engineer of the Cryolite

Firm. The name has been approved by the Commission on New Minerals and Mineral

Names of the International Mineralogical Association.
tBorrowed from Dr. Slover at Bergskolan in Filipstad, Sweden.
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A synthetic phase, phase III with the ideal composition PbsBizSo has
been described by Otto & Strunz (1968), and a natural phase, lillianite,
with the same composition has been reported by Franc et al., (1967). Both
phases have identical cell dimensions and are very similar to those of
gustavite and phase X. All have the same space group possibilities. The
existence of a probable solid solution series between all of tJrese phases,
as well as between gustavite and andorite (AgPbSbaS6), is discussed
below.

M rxpnar, Dnscntprlor.r
Gustavite

Habit. Grains of gustavite are tabular in form (Fig. 3 and Fig. 5) and
sometimes slightly bent (Fig. 4). The smaller sized crystals tend to be
idiomorphic (Fig. 5 and Fig. 7). Maximum grain size for gustavite is
2 X 2 X 0.5 millimetres with an average size of 1 X I X 0.2b milli-
metres.

Cleavage. Gustavite shows a rare cleavage parallel to the tabular plates.
Twinning. Two different twin laws characterize gustavite. One of

these (A) is common, while the other (B) is only present in a restricted
number of grains.

(A) Repeated twinning rvith the composition plane parallel to the
tabular plates is present in most of the grains of gustavite. The composi-
tion plane is sometimes regularly shaped, in which case it stretches along
the entire extension of the plates (Fig. 1). However, the composition plane
is usually very irregular in shape with twin individuals having jagged
margins (Fig.6).

(B) Twinning with tlre composition plane oriented perpendicular to
the tabular plates was found to be present in a few grains of gustavite. This
composition plane is always regularly developed. Generally, each grain
is composed of only two twin individuals, although in one case five were
observed (Fig. 2). Grains with this type of twinning are generally slightly
bent (Fig. 2 and Fig. 9). This indicates that the twin type could have been
caused by deformation during growth of tlie adjacent mineral grains.

Phase X
Phase X occurs as extremely small particles enclosed in gustavite.

These are either evenly distributed or accumulated in bands. Both the
ore microscope and the electron microscope were used for studying the
relationship between the t',vo phases, with the plastic replica technique
of Bradley (1954) being used for the electron microscopic study. This
method requires the presence of relief differences between phases and these
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Frc. 1. Three large, difierently oriented grains of gustavite (grey and white) showing
repeated twinning. The twin individuals are regularly shaped and extend through most
of'the grains of gustavite. The grains are peneirated by galena (light grey) along their
boundaries and cleavage directions,

(Polished section. 45 X. Nicols crossed at 88").

Frc. 2. Tabular crystal of gustavite with repeated twinning normal to its long dimen-
sion. (Arrows at composition planes). Gangue minerals (black) are fluorite (right and
left) and topaz (center).

(Polished section. 50 X, Nicols crossed at75'),

Fra. 3. Tabular shaped grain of gustavite (white). Tabular inclusions of galena
(grey) and fluorite (black) are oriented parallel to the host.'- 

(Polished section. 70 X. 1 nicol. Etched 1-2 secs. with conc, HNOs).

were obtained after treatment of polished sections with concentrated

nitric acid for up to 10 seconds. The acid etches phase X, but has no

effect on gustavite.
In most of the samples studied, phase X is present as oval shaped blebs

with an average size of less than L/2 p. Generally, the blebs are evenly

distributed and aligned parallel to the tabular plates of the host grains
(Fig. 13). The proportion of gustavite to phase X is fairly constant'

varying from 3:1 to 4:1. An uneven distribution of blebs may also be
present (Fig. 7).

In a small number of specimens, phaseXappears aslamellae in gustavite
(Fig. 9). The lamellae vary in thickness from less than L/3 p (Fig' 10)

to 5 p (Fig. L4). Electron microscopic study of replica f rom grains of gusta-

vite with phase X lamellae shows that the lamellae are composed of more

or less well defined layers, each consisting of partly intergrown blebs of

phase X, which are oriented parallel to each other (Fig. 11, Fig' 12, Fig'

t5 and Fig. 16). The lamellae pinch out and disappear close to the grain

boundaries of the host (Fig. I and Fig. 15). Where the host grains are

bent, the enclosed phase X lamellae are also bent (Fig. 9 and Fig' 16)'
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. Frc. 4. slightly bowed and tabular shaped grain of gustavite (white). Grains of galena
(grey) are enclosed within and oriented paraiel to thi gustavite grain. Gangue minerals
(bllck) are_fluorite (well defined boundaries) and, topaz (irregular boundarles).

(Polished sections. 70 X. 1 nicol. Etched 1-2 secs. with conc. HNOs).

. Frc. 5. Randomly oriented gustavite grains (white) of a smaller size than the average,
in a matrix of galena (grey). The grains are idiomorphic against galena.

(Polished section.80 X. Nicols crossed at 2bo. Etched 1-2 seCs.with conc.HNOa).

- Frc. 6. Distinctly twinned grain of gustavite (twin type A). The twin individuals show
highly jagged margins. Enclosed laths of beriyite ari in'place partially replaced by
galena.

(Polished section. 95 X. Nicols crossed at 88o),

Sometimes the lamellae are irregular in shape, being either thick (Fig.
14) or very thin and are generally short. When one lamella pinches out,
another is developed. The grain of gustavite illustrated in Fig. 10 contains
a very unusual arrangement of phase X lamellae. Bands of very regularly
shaped and extremely thin lamellae alternate with bands of more irregular
but slightly thicker lamellae. similar bands observed under the electron
microscope are shown on Fig. L2 and Fig. 11 respectively.

Grains of gustavite have been observed to contain both evenlv dis-
seminated blebs and blebs arranged in lamellae (Fig. 8).

Puvsrcar- Pnoppnrrss

When phase X is present as thin and closely spaced lamellae in grains of
gustavite, no detectable differences in hardness or optics between the two
phases can be observed. It is assumed that these properties for the two
phases are practically identical. The physical data given below covers
both phases, and were determined on grains of gustavite containing evenly
distributed phase X blebs.
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Frc. 7. Idiomorphic grain of gustavite in galena with blebs of phase X present in its
central area. The blebs show tendency to lamellar development.

(Electron micrograph. 2080 X. Carbon replica).

Fro. 8. Grain of gustavite with phase X showing a transition from areas with even
distribution of phase X lamellae into areas containing phase X blebs. The darker grey
area is galena. A cubic or pseudocubic mineral enclosed in the galena is probably exsolved
argentite.

(Electron micrograph. 1500 X, Carbon replica).

Fra. 9. Randomly oriented grains of gustavitewith enclosed lamellae of phase X. The
largest of the grains of gustavite is twinned with a composition plane (at the arrow)
perpendicular to its tabular plates, Galena is present to a minor extent. Black areas are
fluorite.

(Polished section. 50 X. 1 nicol. Etched 1-2 secs. with conc' HNOJ.

Pol,i,shing hard,ness. The polishing hardness of gustavite and phase X
is less than that of cosalite and aikinite, but higher than that of galena'

M,i,cro 'ind'entat'ion hard'ness. The micro indentation hardness of five
differently oriented and tabular shaped grains was measured. The results
obtained are given in Table 1, Grain no. 1 was oriented with its tabular
plates perpendicular to the polished surface. Grain no. 5 was oriented
pa.rallel to the surface. The other three grains occupied intermediate
positions. The grains possess a distincL anisotropy of hardness (AVHNroog
: 43).

Taslr 1. Mrcno lroutrATroN H.e.noNess or Gusrevrrs Cortarnn'lc
El'ervr-v Drstnrgu:rpo Br-rns or PgesB X

Number of Averase AS Orientation
Grain measure- hardness Standard of mineral
No. ments values deviation tablets

I pol. surf.

ll pol. surf.

4 L75 14
6 181 14
7 1 9 2 8
7 2 0 1 9
7 2 t 8 4

1
,
3
4
5
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, Frc. 10. Grain of gustavite with bands of regularly developed lamellae alternating wit!

l;*l" 
t irregularly developed lamellae of phase X. This distribution of the lamellae is

(Polished section. 210 X. I nicol. Etched 1-2 secs, with conc. HNOa).

Frc, 11. Irregularly shaped lamellae of phase X in gustavite. The lamellae are com-
posed of oval shaped blebs arranged in parallel rows. In some areas the blebs have coa-
lesced to form continuous strips, while others have remained isolated.

(Electron micrograph. 2920 X. Carbon replica),

Frc. 12. Regular and parallel lamellae of phase X in a grain of gustavite. Each lamella
is composed of one layer of partly intergrown blebs of phase X.

(Electron micrograph. 3100 X. Carbon replica).

Ref,ectivity. The reflectivity of gustavite-phase X compared rvith that
of the minerals associated with the two phases is judged to be higher than
that of cosalite but lower than that of aikinite. Reflectivity measurements
on two grains gave for I : 546 nm 4246/6 in air.

Colour anrd, pl,eochro.i,sm.The reflection colours of gustavite-phase X are
white to grey-white in both air and oil. The colours are very similar to
those of cosalite and galena.

The reflection pleochroism for grains with the tabular plates oriented
perpendicular to the surface of the polished section is weak in air but
distinct in oil. Grains oriented parallel to the surface show slight to
practically no pleochroism.

Anisotrop'i,sm and, an'isotropy colours. Gustavite-phase X is weakly
anisotropic in air but distinctly anisotropic in oil. The anisotropy effect
is more distinct for grains with the tabular plates oriented perpendicular
to the surface. The anisotropy effect is less pronounced than that of
cosalite and aikinite.

The anisotropy colours are bluish-black close to the extinction position.
When the microscope stage is rotated 45o from this position, the colours
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. Frc. 13, Randomly oriented grains of gustavite with evenly distributed, oval shaped
blebs of phase X. The blebs are aligned parallel to the tabular margins of the host grains.
Dark grey areas are galena. A cubic or pseudocubic mineral enclosed in the galena is most
likely exsolved argentite. The two small light grey areas without inclusions aretopaz.
Several polishing scratches (at arrows) cut the gustavite grains. The texture of these is
similar to that of the phase X blebs. White areas represent cracks in the carbon replica.

(Electron micrograph. 1260 X. Carbon replica).

Ftc. 14. Unusually thick and irregularly shaped lamellae of phase X (dark grey) in
a grain of gustavite (light grey). Minor PbS is present. Black area is fluorite.

(Polished section. 225X. 1, nicol. Etched 1-2 secs. with conc. HNO).

Frc. 15. Parallel lamellae of phase X in a grain of gustavite. Each lamella is composed
of blebs of phase X arranged in several more or less distinctive layers. The lamellae pinch
out and disappear at some distance from the host grain boundaries. The white area
represent a crack in the carbon replica.

(Electron micrograph. 1280 X. Carbon replica).

Frc. 16. Parallel lamellae of phase X in a grain of gustavite. The lamellae are slightly
bent. Each lamellae is composed of blebs arranged in layers.

(Electron micrograph. 3870 X. Carbon replica).
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become greyish-white to cream. The colours are the same in air and in oil,
but more distinct in oil.

Etch, restil,ts, Gustavite is not etched with concentrated nitric acid after
treatment for up to 10 seconds. Phase X is strongly etched and assumes
a greyish colour. Gustavite and phase X were not etched after treatment
for one minute with the following reagents: HCI (lHCl:1 HrO); HNOa
(lHNOa:1 HzO); KCN (20% solution by weight); KOH (4016 solution
by weight) and FeCla (20/s solution by weight).

X-Rav IxvpsrrcarroNs

The Weissenberg zero layer of a gustavite fragment with submicro-
scopic, evenly distributed phase X blebs is shown on Fig. 17. Reflections
on Weissenberg films of the zero layer and of layer lines of higher order
gradually split up into two reflections with increasing values of & only.
A similar effect was also observed on precession diagrams taken of the
cleavage fragment. Thus, two latdces aligned in a parallel fashion are
present, and the fragment investigated therefore consists of two phases
as already assumed. The reflections of the one lattice are approximately
four times as strong as the same reflections of the other. Since the quan-

titative relationship between gustavite and phase X is about 3:1 to 4:1,
it is concluded that the lattice of gustavite has produced the stronger
intensity reflections and the lattice of phase X the weaker reflections.

Weissenberg diagrams show that the blebs of phase X in a grain of
gustavite have parallel orientation. The two phases show orthorhombic
symmetry, rvith identical a and c dimensions but differing slightly in b
values (0.5 A).

Frc. 17. Tracing of Weissenberg diagram-zero level. (Co-radiation). Thick, upper
lines are gustavite d-reflections, thin lines phase X a-reflections, All p-reflections have
been omitted. Separation of the reflections takes place with increasing values of & only.

t -
a l -
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On the rotation diagram, alayer line with weak intensity reflections is
present between the zero layer and the first layer line. A superstructure
is therefore present. From the Weissenberg diagram of this layer line, it is
evident that the lattice of gustavite possesses the superstructure, and a
doubling of the a and c values has taken place.

Reflection takes place when the following rules are satisfied:

( h h t )  h * t , : 2 n
(okt) k :2n

This leads to the following possible space groups: Bbrnm, Bb2tm and
Bbrn2.

Guinier powder fi.lms were indexed using information obtained from the
Weissenberg diagrams. Results are given in Table 2. Line nos. L-28 are
gustavite lines. Of these, nos. 20-28 are caused by the superstructure of
the lattice.

The dimensions of the unit cell of gustavite were determined by the
"least-squares method", the calculations being carried out on a GIER
digital computer. The following cell dimensions were obtained:

a : L3.548 + 0.033 A
b : r9.M9 + 0.026 A
c : 4.IO5 + 0.013 A

Only one line, no. 29 could be attributed to phase X. The reason for the
appalent absence of phase X lines is not clear. One possible explanation
is the small grain size of the blebs. However, this is not an entirely satis-
factory explanation, since phase X is clearly defined on the Weissenberg
photographs.

No superstructure of phase X was found, and the superstructure of
gustavite is very weak. Since reflections from phase X are approximately
four times less intense than the corresponding reflections from gustavite,
it is doubtful whether a superstructure of phase X could be recognized
on an r-ray film.

The cell dimensions for phase X are:

o : 13.548 A
D  : 2 0 . 0 A
c : 4.105 A

The o and c values, based on Guinier data, are identical with those of
gustavite. The last value is based on Weissenberg data.

Two lines, nos. 30 and 31 could not be identified.
Reflections on the Guinier films were generally diffuse, and a number of

films were taken before satisfactory results could be obtained.
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Tasr-p 2. GusrevrrB: X-nav PowoBn Dera

Gustavite. Phase X*
Phase III*

Otto & Strunz (1968)

No. d(meas.) hht, d(meas.) hht,

1
2
3
4
5 4.10  240

3.934 101
3.880 111
3.678 rzL

3.523
3 .419
3. 384
3.326

3.2t1
3.  128
3.060
3.005

2.9r3
2 .778

6. 130 L/2, 2, L/2
5.806 3/2, L, L/2
3.72L 5/2,3,  L/2
3 .516 7 /2, O, L/2
3.590 7/2, 5, L/2
3.304 5/2, 4, 1"/2
3.282 3/2, 5, 1./2
2.953 5/2, 5, L/2
2.804 9/2, r, L/2
3.477 205.
3.592
3.551

*Guinier powder data on gustavite (lines nos. 1-28) and phase X (line
no.29). Lines nos. 30-31 are unidentified. (CuKar).

tGuinjer powder dat^a on phase III by Otto and Strunz (f968). o :
13.522 A, b-: 20.6084 and.7 : 4.LL2 K, (CuKar).

A phase III (PbaBirS6) which has the same space group possibilities

and very similar cell dimensions as gustavite and phase X has been

synthesized by Otto & Strunz (1968). The r-ray data on this phase are
given in Table 2.

Erccrnox MrcnopnosB ANer,vsns

The nature of gustavite and phase X and intimate intergrowth of this
material with galena prevents its isolation for chemical analyses. The
chemical compositions of gustavite and phase X were thus determined
using an electron microprobe.

o20
2t0
220
230
240

111
tzI
400
250
131

4LO
060
420
t4r
301
311
260
321
331

3
I

6
7
8
I

10

11
t2
13
L4
15
16
T7
18
19
20
2L
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

1
2
I
I
5

2
8
8
8

10

5
1
3
3
2

10
5

10
8
,
1
3
3
2
1

2
^
2
3

9.846
6 .381
5 .565
4.705
3.e77

3 .U4
3 .640
3.401
3.376
3.363

3.326
3.237
3.  190
3.068
3 .033
2.996
2.SIL
2.895
2.75t

I

2
I
4

10

3
3

1

3
3
6

8
o

250
131_
400
410

420
t4l
260
311

32r
331
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tS; ftt'es 
or Phose X

Bismulhiniie Bi253

Gustovite Bi11Pb5Ag3523

Phose X BixcPbzAg2S23

Morildite AgBiSz Cosolite Pb2Bi2Ss

Phose lll PbltBisS23

Lilliqnite Pb3Bi2S6

Argentite AgrS Goleno Pb2S2

Frc. 18. Diagram showing results of electron microprobe analyses. The symbols (cross
full circle, circle with dot and open circle) represent analyses on phase X lamellae and
corresponding intermittent areas in each of four analyzed gustavite grains. "A" refer to
sulphosalt mineral described by Kupcik et al., (196L).

Electron microprobe analyses were carried out on four grains of gusta-

vite containing unusually thick lamellae of phase X. For each grain 2-4
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Tenls 3. Mrcnopnosp Awar-vsps oN ONE Gusrevrtp GnerN
awo Ercr-ospo Pr,Lsr X Laurr-r-ep

Gustavite
analyses

Phase X
analyses

Element Wt .7o  Mol .7o Wl Vo MoL Vo

7 .39  7  . L r
22.82 11.49
51 .15  25 .60
L7.L3 55.80
98.49 100.00
7 .37  7 .O8

22 .00 11 .04
5L.7r 25.73
L7.27 58.25
98.35 100.00

4 .33  4 .3 r
32.17 16.70
44.95 23.L7
16.60 55.80
98.05 100.00
5 .4 t  5 .28

31 .08 L5 .82
46.69 23.52
16.83 55.83

100.01 100.00

lamellae and a corresponding number of inter lamellar areas were ana-
lysed. The results obtained are plotted in Fig. 18. The analyses of one
mineral grain (plotted as circles in Fig. 18) are listed in Table 3. (The
analyses of all four mineral grains are too voluminous to justify tabula-
tion). A traverse across one of the analyzed mineral grains yields the
results shown in Fig. 19. The distribution of the three metals present
(Pb, Bi, and Ag) in phase X lamellae and the intervening areas of
gustavite is evident from the Figure. Cu is present in amounts less dran
0.2To.

The sulphur values were only determined for t"vo grains and arc L-2
mol./o below the calculated stoichiometric values. This discrepancy is
considered to result from error on the sulphur determinations, rather than
on those of the metals.

The analyses were carried out on microprobe ARL Model EMX and
standard material was sulphur in pyrite, native Pb, Bi and Ag. The data
were processed using a program written by Rucklidge (1967).

Formulae based on the analyses of the three metals and on the stoichio-
metrically calculated sulphur are as follows:

Gustavite : BirrPbo,AgsSza
Phase X : BiroPbzAg$:a

These formulae are not compatible with the size of the unit cells and

space group requirements. The only acceptable compositions are:

Gustavite : BirrPboAggSze
Phase X : BiroPbsAgeSza

The probable explanation for the obvious differences between the two

sets of formulae is discussed below.

Ag
Pb
Bi
S

Total

Ag
Pb
Bi
s
Total
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Pb
(Lor)

57.4
45.6

Bi
(L or)

7.2

Ag
(Lq)

4.6

Frc. 19. Profiles ol PbLa,BrLa, andAgLa r-ray intensities along the line a-a shown in
the sketch. Irregular thick lamellae of phase X in a grain of gustavite. Dotted area is
galena, hatched area fluorite.

185
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DBNsrrv eNn CSLL CoNrBNr

Gustavite and phase X could not be isolated for density determination.
The density was therefore estimated by comparison with that of minerals
chemically similar to the two phases. From the values in Table 4, the
density is estimated to be approximately 7 g/cm8. Assuming Z : L, the
calculated densities for gustavite and phase X would be 7.01 and 6.98
respectively. The calculations are based on the "ideal" formulae for the
two phases.

Tanr,s 4. Dprst:rv or DrrrnnsNT
Sut-psoser-:r M rNsRAr-s

Galenobismutite (PbBi$a) : 7 .19 g/cna
Cosalite (PbrBirS6) : 7 .I9 g/cm8

Aikinite (PbcuBisg) : 7 .22 g/cm8

Onrcrx oF GusrAvrrE AND Pnesp X

The microscopic relationship between gustavite and phase X suggests a
typical exsolution texture. The even distribution of phase X blebs in
grains of gustavite (Fig. 13) indicates that migration of atoms has not
taken place over distances greater than 1-5 p. All phase X reflections on
Weissenberg diagrams have intensities which are less than the corre-
sponding gustavite reflections. The relative difference in intensities is
constant and lies between 3 and 4. This together with the very similar cell
dimensions shows, that the structure of the two phases must be similar.
The intensity of the reflections, caused mainly by the heavy metal atoms
is a function of the atomic numbers of these and of their position in the
crystal lattice. The metal positions are controlled by the S-framework
and the metal atoms can be considered to occupy "holes" in this (Hellner
1958). The similar structure of the two phases shows that the arrangement
of S-atoms and metal positions must be the same for the two phases.
However, according to the electron microprobe analyses, some identical
metal positions of the two lattices are occupied by different metal atoms.
The different proportions of Pb and Bi in the unit cell will not cause
noticeable differences in reflection intensities on Weissenberg films due to
their very similar atomic numbers (82 and 83 respectively). Slight differ-
ences in intensity of reflections might be expected to result from different
content of the lighter Ag atoms (atomic number : 47). Such differences
might show up by quantitative intensity measurements on Weissenberg
films.

It appears reasonable to conclude that the mineral phase before
exsolution had the same S-arrangement as is now present in gustavite and
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phase X. As a result of exsolution, some of the metal atoms were re-
arranged, this being accompanied by a slight change in the b-dimension
of the crystal lattice and may also have originated the superstructure of
gustavite.

TnB Possrnrlrry oF e Sor-rn Sor,urroN SBnrBs rN THE
SvsrBu AgrlPblBizSg wrrn Lrr-r-raxrrB (PbsBigS6) eNo

GusravrrB (AgPbBiaSo) es Possrnr-e ENo MBMsBns

Otto & Strunz (1968) have synthetized five phases within the system
PbS-BiFa. One of these (Phase III, Fig. 1,8) has r-ray crystallographic
data very similar to those of gustavite and phase X, (Table 2) and all
have the same space group possibilities. Phase III has a composition very
close to that of lillianite (Fig. 18). All lillianites described prior to L959
have been discredited in that detailed mineralogical studies have shown
them to represent intergrowths of known sulphosalt minerals (Ramdohr,
1960). Ontoev (1959) has described a mineral with lillianite composition
but has not determined the cell dimensions. Syritso & Senderova (L964)
have also described a mineral with lillianite composition. Kupcik et al,.
(1961) report a mineral with a similar composition except for the presence
of some Ag, (plotted as A in Fig. 18). Neither of the two latter minerals
have cell dimensions close to those of phase III. Otto & Strunz referred
to a lecture given by Franc et al.. (L967) who reported finding a mineral
with lillianite composition and cell dimensions similar to tJrose of phase
III. The space group possibilities are identical.

Based on analytical data the formulae of phase III, gustavite and phase
Xare not compatible with space group requirements and unit cell volumes.
Otto & Strunz (1968) assume that the only reasonable formula for phase
III would be PbgBizSo, and have determined the crystal structure for
phase III on this assumption. The difference in composition of phase III
and PbaBizSo is considered due to substitution of Pb++ for Bi+H, which
should result in unoccupied metal positions in the crystal lattice, provided
that stoichiometric balance is maintained. Consequently they give the
formulae for phase III as (3Pb1-,Bi2s7sS. BizSB). On the basis of their
analytical results phase III should contain 0.24 unoccupied metal posi-
tions per unit cell. They have confirmed this figure by density deter-
minations.

An analogous approach to the two different formulae of gustavite and
phase X given above would yield 0.24 unoccupied metal positions per
unit cell. It is coincidental that this value for gustavite and phase X is
identical to that for phase III, in that Salanci (1965) has synthesized a
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phase III whose composition would give 0.80 empty metal positions per

unit cell.
Assuming that no substitution of Pb# for Bi+# in any of the above

three phases has taken place, their composition will all lie on line h in

Fig. 18. This line joins lillianite (PbsBi2Ss) with the gustavite phase
(AgPbBisSo) from the Silver Bell Mine in Colorado and is parallel with
the PbS-AgBiSz join. The composition of any one phase on the tie line h
can be derived from another on this line, using the equation: 2Pb+r ++

Bi-# * Ag+. This chemical relationship and the very similar crystal-
lographic data of the various phases suggests that a solid solution series
exists between lillianite and gustavite. An almost identical solid solution
series between PbaBizSo and (Ag, Cu)PbBiaSo has been suggested by
Godovikov (1966). Synthetic work on the phase relations within the

system Ag-Pb-Bi-S by Craig (1967) has failed to provide evidence of

solid solution series in the system other than that between galena (PbS)

and matildite (AgBiS2) as first described by Ramdohr (1938). The
postulated solid solution series resembles that between galena and matil-
dite in the following respects:

1. In both series, the substitution of metal atoms is controlled by the

equation: 2Pb# ++ Bir-* * Ag+.
2..The volume of the unit cell of members decreases with increasing

content of Ag+ and Bi#.
The name gustavite has been given to the phase from Ivigtut. This

phase and phase X appear to represent intermediate members of the solid

solution series and should have no individual names. It is suggested that

the name gustavite should be restricted to the end-member of the solid

solutionseries, thusavoiding unnecessarymineral names. On thebasis of the

data presented above this end member composition would be AgPbBiaSs.

However, future investigations on both natural and artificial phases may

extend the solid solution series all the way to AgaBizSr2 on the join

AgrS-BizSa.

GusrAvttB, Pnass X aNo Lrr-r-teurrB As PossIBLE Mptussns

oF THE MrNonan Gnoup ANpontrg, Rerr.roounrrn aNn FtzrlYttB

X-ray data and cell content of andorite (PbaAgaSbr:S2a), ramdohrite
(PboAgrSbroSza) and fizelyite (PbrAgaSbroSzs.s) suggest a very close
mineralogical relationship between these and gustavite, phase X and

lillianite. Cell dimensions of the Lhree sulphosalt minerals were deter-
mined by Nuffield (1945). Later Donnay & Donnay (L954) examined

andorite and found two varieties which occur intergrown with each otJler.
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These two phases have identical pseudocells with a : 13.03 A, b :
19.15 A and c : 4.29 A, and identical space group possibilities Bbmm,
Bb2rm and Bbrn2. For andorite IV the c-dimension has increased by a
factor of 4, for andorite VI by a factor of 6. Ramdohrite was found to be
identical with andorite IV. Though the c-dimension of. fizelyite is double
that of the pseudocell, it was found that the mineral could not be classified
as andorite II.

The very similar cell dimensions and identical space group possibilities
of phase III, gustavite and phase X with those of the andorite pseudocell
indicates that substitution of Sb.+ fs1 gi+++ is a possibility.

Donnay & Donnay (1954) were not able to separate andorite IV and
andorite VI for chemical analyses. Determination of their chemical
composition should now be possible by using the electron microprobe
analyser. It will then be known if the two andorites form members of a
solid solution series between "falkmannite (PbaSbzSs)" and andorite
(AgPbSbaSo). Such a solid solution series would then be isostructural with
that between lillianite and gustavite.

Experimental work should solve the substitutional relationship between
the various phases as well as the stability fields of these.
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